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Context of Use
Proposed Context of Use (COU) (limited to 500 characters)

Pharmacodynamic/response biomarker for assessing interventions for knee osteoarthritis

Drug Development Need
Describe the drug development need that the biomarker is intended to address, including (if applicable) the
proposed benefit over currently used biomarkers for similar COUs (limited to 1,500 characters).
Osteoarthritis of the knee (KOA) is the commonest form of arthritis effecting 7% of the US population. It is a
leading cause of pain, disability, and arthroplasty (for which it is the leading Medicare expenditure among the
‘young old’). There are few effective treatments and none accepted to reduce its structural progression. The FDA
recently classified KOA as a serious disease with an unmet need for disease-modifying therapies.
Problems with Contemporary OA Biomarkers
The absence of KOA biomarkers that reliably reflect pain, function, or prolonged time to end-stage disease is a
major impediment for regulatory approval of new therapies. The advent of magnetic resonance (MR) imaging
has potential to address this critical gap, but current measurement approaches are burdensome, insensitive to
change, and do not generate quantitative metrics that assess KOA progression as a disease of the whole joint.
Our Novel MRI Structural Endpoints:
We have developed two quantitative composite MR-based KOA outcome measures that are measured using a
computer interface and reflect whole knee pathology, encompassing cartilage loss, bone marrow lesions and
synovitis. Statistical modeling generated two weighted composite scores reflecting separate domains - (i)
cumulative damage and (ii) disease ‘activity’. We have shown these to be reliable and have construct and
discriminative validity in relation to clinically meaningful indicators of KOA severity and progression.

Biomarker Information
Biomarker name and description. If composite, please list the biomarker components.

Cumulative damage score: A MR-based composite score calculated from measures of articular cartilage
damage at pre-specified informative locations distributed across medial and lateral distal femur, proximal tibia,
and patella and localized using a 3-dimensional cartilage mapping application.
Disease activity score: A MR-based composite score calculated from standardized measures of bone marrow
lesion volumes and effusion-synovitis volume.
Type of Biomarker
◻ Molecular
◻ Histologic
◻ Other (please describe)
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✔
◻ Radiologic
◻ Physiologic characteristic

Biomarker Information
For molecular biomarkers, please provide a unique ID.
Scheme: Please Select One
ID: n/a

Matrix (e.g., blood) or modality (e.g., MRI): MRI
Primary biomarker category (see BEST Glossary): Pharmacodynamic/Response
Describe the mechanistic rationale or biologic plausibility to support the biomarker and its associated COU
(limited to 1,500 characters).
Osteoarthritis is characterized by hyaline cartilage damage accompanied by a prominent response in
peri-articular bone and some degree of local inflammation, as indicated by the presence of synovial hypertrophy
and increase in synovial fluid volume. While gradual progression of hyaline cartilage damage is the prototypical
pathology of OA structural pathology, MR-detected bone marrow lesions and effusion-synovitis are more
dynamic features that predict disease progression and relate to patient-centered outcomes (knee pain). These
observations indicate the diversity of pathological processes in osteoarthritis knees and suggest a range of
tissue targets for putative disease-modifying interventions..
These composite scores were developed and validated in the course of an NIH-funded project (U01
AR067168) that explored numerous candidate composite scores. These two biomarkers were selected based on
the strength of their association with validation constructs including change in joint space width, global
radiographic disease severity (cumulative damage) and pain (disease activity; see Additional File 1 for published
abstract). Further evidence of their validity is evident in predicting future arthroplasty and in discriminating
between treatment groups in a recent knee OA RCT of intra-articular corticosteroids (McAlindon TE et al., 2017).

If biomarker is an index/scoring system, please provide information on how the index is derived (e.g., algorithm),
the biologic rationale for inclusion of each of the components, the rationale for any differential weighting of the
elements, and the meaning/interpretation of the index/score (limited to 1,500 characters).
Rationale: Cartilage damage is the current MR-based standard for clinical trials, is predictive of total knee
arthroplasty, and can be quantitated using our parsimonious approach in minutes. Bone marrow lesion volume
and effusion-synovitis volume can be measured easily, exhibit extensive variability, correlate with
patient-reported outcomes, and predict structural progression. Articular cartilage damage, bone marrow lesions,
and effusion-synovitis can all be measured on 2 MR sequences, requiring <20 minutes of scanner time.
Algorithms: We standardize each measure (see Additional File 2 for more details). Cumulative damage is
essentially the sum of the standardized change for each of the 6 cartilage regions (medial and lateral: distal
femur, proximal tibia, and patella). Disease activity is derived from the sum of the standardized change in
effusion-synovitis volume and the bone marrow lesion volumes for the 6 regions (medial and lateral: distal
femur, proximal tibia, patella).
Interpretation: Greater positive change = worsening.
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Biomarker Measurement Information
Provide a general description of what aspect of the biomarker is being measured and by what methodology
(e.g., radiologic findings such as lesion number, specific measure of organ size, serum level of an analyte,
change in the biomarker level relative to a reference such as baseline) (limited to 1,500 characters).
The cartilage damage score is a MRI-based continuous volumetric measure computed from the change in a
weighted sum of standardized cartilage thickness measurements taken at 60 pre-specified informative locations
distributed across the whole knee, adjusted for anatomic size. The approach is inherently parsimonious
compared to traditional segmentation techniques. A customized computer software application facilitates
localization of the informative regions in each knee with a 3-D map and enhances performance of the
contributory anatomic measurements.
The disease activity score is computed from the change in a weighted sum of standardized measurements of
total bone marrow lesion volume in the tibial, femoral and patellar components of the knee plus total volume of
high intensity signal reflecting a composite of synovial fluid and vascularized synovial tissue.
The derivation and validation of these measurements, together with the acquisition and computerized
measurement technologies, are described in detail in that attached draft manuscript (see Additional File 2).

Is the biomarker test/assay currently available for public use?

○ Yes ○ No

Indicate whether the biomarker test/assay is one or more of the following:
◻ Laboratory Developed Test (LDT)
✔
◻ Research Use Only (RUO)
◻ FDA Cleared/Approved. Provide 510(k)/PMA Number:
If the biomarker is qualified, will the test/assay be performed in a Clinical
Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA)–certified laboratory?
Is the biomarker test currently under review by the Center for Devices and
Radiological Health or the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research?

○ Yes ○ No
○ Yes
○ No
○ Don’t Know

Is there a standard operating procedure (SOP) for sample collection
and storage?

○ Yes ○ No

Is there a laboratory SOP for the test/assay methodology?

○ Yes ○ No
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Biomarker Measurement Information
Describe the extent of analytical validation that has been performed (e.g., sensitivity, specificity, accuracy,
and/or precision of the assay or method) (limited to 1,500 characters).

The goal of the NIH-funded project (U01 AR067168) was to develop and validate a responsive, quantitative,
MR-based outcome measure and software tool to assess KOA severity using measures of cartilage, bone
marrow lesions, and effusion, which can be efficiently applied. The analytic approach used data and knee MR
images selected from the Osteoarthritis Initiative dataset.
Development Dataset (n=100): First, we evaluated a range of candidate structure outcome measurements,
individual and composite, to see which best associated with other measures of pain, function, quality of life, and
structure; at baseline, and over 2 years. The decision rule for choosing candidate scores to move to validation
analysis was a p-value of <0.2 in differentiating between outcome groups.
Validation Dataset (n=200): We next calculated area under the receiver-operating characteristics curve (AUC)
and odds ratios for candidate scores, with change in KL, change in medial joint space width (dichotomized into
below and above the median change), and worsening of the WOMAC pain score by at least 3 points as the
outcomes. Performance was based on the unadjusted AUC, although adjusted AUCs are also provided for
comparison to other studies evaluating biomarkers.
From among the
top performing algorithms
we chose the cartilage
damage score and disease activity score
Additional
Considerations
for Radiographic
Biomarkers

based on additional content and face validity. The methodologic approach and results are described in detail in
the attached draft manuscript.
How has the method for image acquisition, analysis, and integration of the data been optimized?
(Limited to 1,000 characters.)

Image Acquisition: We have deployed the cumulative damage and disease activity measures in the OAI, which
has an extensive protocol that was optimized with Siemens 3T MR scanners prior to initiating the study (Peterfy
CG et al., 2008). We adapted that protocol to be performed at Tufts Medical Center and Boston University on
Phillips 3T MR scanners (McAlindon TE et al., 2017) .
Measurement Acquisition: Manual of Operations have been developed for three software packages used to
calculate the cumulative damage and disease activity. The cartilage damage index software uses a mapping
technique to ensure readers consistently identify informative locations across time (within knee) and between
knees (Zhang M et al., 2014 and 2015).
Analysis: SAS code is available to ensure consistent calculations of the cumulative damage and disease activity
Does data currently
to support
the proposed
cut point(s),
imaging results
Yes applications.
measures.
The codeexist
imports
standardized
output files
that are ifgenerated
by the are
three ○
software
not reported as a continuous variable?
○ No

Provide the name and version of the software package to be used for image acquisition and analysis
(limited to 500 characters).
Suite Knee Software 1 includes three pieces of software:
Cartilage Damage Index (version 2.1)
Bone Marrow Lesion (version 2.0)
Effusion-Synovitis (version 1.0)
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Supporting Information
Please summarize existing preclinical or clinical data to support the biomarker in its COU (e.g., summaries of
literature findings, previously conducted studies) (limited to 2,000 characters).
Construct validity: Worsening cumulative damage score was associated with KL progression (OR=1.52, 95%
CI=1.11 to 2.08) and JSW progression (OR=1.67, 95% CI= 1.22 to 2.33), but not with WOMAC pain progression.
Conversely, the disease activity score was associated with WOMAC pain (OR=1.67, 95% CI= 1.14 to 2.45), but
not KL or JSW progression. See Additional File 1 for full abstract.
Support for COU: Among 140 participants with KOA, adults receiving quarterly intra-articular corticosteroid
injections had more tibiofemoral cumulative damage worsening over time compared with those receiving a
quarterly placebo injection (−95.62; 95% CI−194.93 to 3.68; McAlindon TE, et al., 2017).

Please summarize any planned studies to support the biomarker and COU. How will these studies address any
current knowledge gaps? (Limited to 2,000 characters.)
Please see Additional File 3 for specific aims for two grant proposals to support the biomarker and COU.
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Previous Regulatory Interactions
✔ None
◻

◻ Letter of Support (LOS) issued for this biomarker on date:
◻ Discussed in a Critical Path Innovation Meeting (CPIM) on date:
◻ Previous FDA Qualification given to this biomarker with DDT Tracking Record Number:

Attachments
Please provide a list of publications relevant to this biomarker development proposal.
Optional* – If this biomarker development effort is part of a longer-term goal, please summarize your
long-term objectives.*
Optional* – If you have other supporting information you would like to provide, please submit as attachment(s).
*Optional information will not be posted publicly.
Please refer to the Biomarker Qualification Contacts and Submitting Procedures for the mailing address and
other important submission-related instructions. If you have any questions about submission procedures,
please contact CDERBiomarkerQualificationProgram@fda.hhs.gov.
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